There is also Greek precedent for the nature of Ovid's eponymous nickname. If it is legitimate to perceive a degree of droll irony in an eponym derived from the heat of a hero's hunger,1' the same can be said for a name that, like Dryopeius, has a comically literal relevance to its context. Such names are legion in the comic onomasticon of Greek.'" But the drollery of Dryopeius also derives from its form. The epic suffixes -iltoS and -iliq commonly serve a patronymic function,"2 and hence Dryopeius features the incongruity of a patronymic suffix added to the name of a species of bird. Such absurd patronymics also constitute a large group of comic Greek names.13 A protagonist named Wood Peckerson would be as familiar in Old Comedy and the Batrachomyomachia as in Ovid's characteristically wry narrative.
II
Of the two Latin homonyms pullulus (n., "young sprout") and pullulus (adj., "blackish"), the latter is precariously attested. It is listed, to be sure, in both Georges and Lewis and Short, as well as in the etymological dictionaries of Ernout-Meillet (4th ed., Paris, 1979) and Walde-Hofmann (4th ed., Heidelberg, 1965). In the Oxford Latin Dictionary, however, it is missing, because it was ousted from Columella 2. 2. 19, presumably its sole attestation, in the edition used by the compilers (that of V. Lundstrom), where pullulus (adj.) is not even cited as a variant.'4 But if pullulus (adj.) is shadowy, its denominative *pullulare ("to blacken"; cf. nigrare from niger) is only the shadow of a dream. The denominative pullulare, from pullulus (n.), is abundantly attested, but of *pullulare from pullulus (adj.) there are apparently no examples. Nevertheless, whether or not *pullulare ("to blacken") ever existed in fact, Vergil would appear to have acknowledged at least its theoretical existence in Aeneid 7. 328-29, where he describes as follows the hateful monster Allecto: "tot sese vertit in ora, / tam saevae facies, tot pullulat atra colubris." Here pullulat ("sprouts") is from the noun; but colubris is &i6 KOtvOU, and, construed with it, atra renders the meaning of *pullulat ("is blackish").15
Vergil (424) that he becomes a hostis, a 'foreign foe."'22 Here, then, a pun is employed to expressive effect: because the reader perceives hostis as an alteration of hospes, Dido's hostility is presented not in isolation, but as a corruption of her former hospitality. This "foreign foe," the poet reminds us, was once a friend.
Earlier in Aeneid 4 Vergil uses the same punning technique to open up a perspective that is radically different from the literal meaning conveyed by the text. In lines 80-83 Dido's insomnia is described in these words:
post, ubi digressi, lumenque obscura vicissim luna premit, suadentque cadentia sidera somnos, sola domo maeret vacua stratisque relictis incubat.
In sol-at the beginning of line 82, immediately after a line that begins with luna, it is natural to expect a form of the noun sol.23 Indeed, quite apart from their conventional pairing, the sun and moon are particularly relevant to the Vergilian drama of Dido and Aeneas, in which the Phoenician queen is associated with the moon, the Trojan king with the sun.24 It is altogether in Vergil's manner, moreover, to juxtapose related words vertically, so to speak, as pullulat and atra are juxtaposed horizontally. In Aeneid 1. 337-38, for example, after a line that 25 begins with purpureus, Punicus is placed at the beginning of the following line. Thus, at the beginning of Aeneid 4. 82, Vergil predisposes his reader to assume momentarily that sol-belongs to a form of sol; nor is this predisposition entirely obliterated when sol-proves rather to belong to a form of the adjective solus. Behind dissyllabic sola, the thought of its metrical equivalent sole still lingers. The technique is the same as that employed in Aeneid 4. 19: "huic uni forsan potui succumbere culpae." Here the context leads one to construe huic as a pronoun referring to Aeneas, and to interpret succumbere literally: "under this man alone," Dido would seem to be saying, "I could perhaps have lain." Even when culpae has transformed one's analysis of both huic and succumbere, the initial perception still lingers, so that culpae reads like a gloss on the preceding words.26 Similarly, in Aeneid 4. 82, as Dido "grieves alone in the empty house," the meaning with sole still hovers in the background: "in the sunless house she grieves." The "sunless house" par excellence is, of course, the underworld tristes sine sole domos (6. 534) where Dido is fated to reside in the lugentes campi (6. 441; cf. maeret in 4. 82). Exploiting amphibology to achieve foreshadowing in the manner of a tragic poet, Vergil briefly parts the curtain and offers a fleeting glimpse of Dido's fate.27 For an instant and only, as it were, between the lines Dido's empty palace is transformed into the house of the dead where she is soon to dwell.
In arranging the context of Aeneid 4. 82 in such a way that sola evokes sole in the reader's mind, Vergil resorted to a technique that Tibullus used as well. For example, in 1. 6. 6 "nescioquem tacita callida nocte fovet," although callida is not sufficient per se to suggest calida, the next word but one after callida isfovet, and hence the context serves to suggest a pun on the two adjectives." In Tibullus' linefovet has the same effect on callida that luna has on sola in 
